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Exploratory drilling additions in South Louisiana were examined in order to better
understand and quantify results from these discoveries. Production from wildcats and a sampling of redevelopment discoveries was tabulated for the Tuscaloosa, Austin, Eocene,
Oligocene, Lower Miocene, and Middle Miocene trends. The Upper Miocene and younger
section was not evaluated because only a portion of that trend lies along the southeast coast of
Louisiana. Most of the Upper Miocene Trend lies on the shallow Gulf of Mexico Shelf in Federal Waters. For the purposes of this review, wildcat discoveries are those from rank wildcat
(RWC) discoveries finding new fields and deeper pool test (DPT) discoveries that are significantly deeper than the original pay in an established field. Redevelopment discoveries are
those from DPT discoveries that are not very far below the original pay section in established
fields, new fault block (NFB) discoveries, extension (EXT) discoveries, and development
wells (DEV). Wildcat discoveries, or new field discoveries, were found by scanning available
base maps and noting the discoveries outside the historical productive outlines of established
fields. The large DPT discoveries were noted from the collective memory. Because of this
approach, smaller DPT discoveries were missed because they did not stand out.
Initially, the project was to quantify wildcat discoveries in traditional South Louisiana
trends, but quickly grew to include production from the unconventional Austin Chalk, Tuscaloosa redevelopment results, and finally included some Tertiary redevelopment results. With
the exception of the Austin Chalk Trend, natural gas is the primary hydrocarbon product from
the South Louisiana trends. For consistency and ease of comparison, production is reported in
gas units BCFE (billion cubic feet equivalent). Liquid hydrocarbons were converted to natural
gas equivalents using the ratio of 6 MCF of natural gas equaling 1 BBL of oil. Production over
the life of the discovery was assigned to the year of discovery to better show the effect of the
exploratory discovery. Field discovery sizes and production by well were both plotted using
the mid-point plotting method, where plot position = (rank – 0.5) * (100/number of samples)
with R&A’s Toolbox © software that was licensed to Helis Oil & Gas Company, L.L.C. For
purposes of the study, P90 values are small values where 90% of the distribution lies above,
P10 values are large values where 10% of the distribution lies above, and Pmn values are calculated from the truncated distribution between calculated P1 and P99 values from the various
distributions.

Reflection Seismic Data
Reflection seismic data is an integral tool for the generation of prospects in South Louisiana and in the Gulf of Mexico Basin. While there were several small 3-D seismic surveys
acquired in South Louisiana in the 1980s, 2-D seismic data acquisition in South Louisiana did
not end until around 1992. As early as 1991 (Figure 1), 3-D seismic data began to be acquired
Oil and Gas Fields of South Louisiana, 2010
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on a regular basis, and by 1995 the 3-D seismic boom was in full swing. From 1990 through
2009, I have been able to document 23,961 mi2, or approximately 657 townships, of 3-D seismic data that was acquired in South Louisiana. While a number of smaller, and generally earlier, 3-D seismic surveys still remain proprietary, most of the South Louisiana 3-D seismic
data is now owned and marketed by exploration seismic companies who have either acquired
the data as multi-client surveys, or have traded or purchased previously acquired proprietary
3-D seismic surveys. While a lot of historical data is available online on various geophysical
company websites, thanks is given to Seismic Exchange, Seitel, and WesternGeco for making
available historical statistics of survey acquisition date and area of coverage. In addition, the
South Louisiana Oil Scouts Association has allowed me to use their historical 3-D seismic
scouting data base, which they have collected over the past twenty years.
Peak 3-D seismic data acquisition in terms of total projects and volume of data acquired
occurred between 1995 through 1998 (Figures 1 and 2). The initial 3-D surveys were smaller,
proprietary surveys, generally 40 mi2. They were specifically acquired for the exploitation
purposes of older, existing production in order to find NFB, EXT, or DEV prospects in field
redevelopment. The small acquisition areas inhibited the ability of the data to completely
image deeper structures and stratigraphy, and most definitely did not allow for exploration
between fields. With acquisition costs running as high as $100,000 per mi2 in swamp environments, the operators of oil and gas fields that acquired the early proprietary 3-D seismic
surveys experimented with acquisition shortcuts in an attempt to reduce costs. These attempts
often degraded the data and limited its utility for purposes other than the identification of
structure and larger faults. In the most active exploration trends, many of these early surveys
have been reshot resulting in better quality 3-D surveys.
During the 3-D seismic data acquisition boom in South Louisiana from 1995 through
1998, 3-D seismic acquisition in South Louisiana averaged about 2,500 mi2 per year with an
average of 32 surveys acquired per year during that time (Figures 1 and 2). The peak acquisition year was 1996 when 39 surveys were acquired. The years 1996 and 1997 finished in a
dead heat for total area of acquisition with approximately 2,700 mi2 of 3-D seismic data
acquired each year. The average survey size climbed from 60 mi2 in 1995 to over 100 mi2 of
coverage in 1999. From 1999 until the present, there has been a steady decline in the number
of 3-D seismic surveys acquired, whereas the area of coverage has increased, averaging about
150 mi2 from 2000 to 2009. This increase in survey size was driven by acquisition of primarily multi-client surveys in Louisiana State Waters and in large areas that were not previously
imaged due to the lack of larger fields in proximity to the survey. A few of the larger surveys
were reshoots of groups of fields that had been previously shot with inferior data acquired in
earlier 3-D seismic surveys.
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Oil and Gas Prices
Average yearly crude oil and natural gas prices, in Real 2005 $US, as compiled from the
United States Energy Information Administration was graphed in an effort to put South Louisiana exploration efforts into economic context (Figure 3). Real 2005 $US are those dollar
values that were corrected for the effects of inflation with respect to the value of the US Dollar
in 2005. Natural gas volumes were equated to crude oil by using the relationship of 6 MCF
natural gas equaling 1 BBL of crude oil in order to depict natural gas volumes in Barrel of Oil
Equivalent (BOE) values. Figure 4 shows a curve that depicts the relative value of natural gas
to that of crude oil by dividing the natural gas price in BOE by the price of crude oil per barrel.
The red horizontal line at the value of 1.00 is the point where natural gas and crude oil are
equal. Values graphed above the line, such as in 1998, 2001, and 2003 are times when natural
gas was relatively more valuable than crude oil.
The data was graphed beginning in 1970 in order to see the effect of large stock market
corrections (1973 to 1974: -45.1%; 2000 to 2002: -37.8%, and 2007 to 2009: -53.7%), major
global events that affected oil prices such as the OPEC Oil Embargo (Oct. 1973 to Mar. 1974),
the Iranian Revolution (Jan. 1979), the First Iraqi War (Aug. 1990 to Feb. 1991), the collapse
of the Soviet Union (Dec. 1991), the 9/11 al-Qaeda terrorist attack (2001), the Afghanistan
War (Oct. 2007 to Present), and the Second Iraqi War (Mar. 2003 to Present). Dates of major
US Stock Market falls and percentages were obtained online from Wikipedia.
At the beginning of our exploration look back in 1988, crude oil and natural gas prices
had reached a low point after a fall from higher positions in the early and mid-1980s. The time
period from 1988 until 1998 is generally marked by an over all slow fall of commodity prices
from around $19/BOE for crude oil and $15/BOE for natural gas in 1988 to around $13/BOE
for both crude oil and natural gas in 1998. At that point, the price of crude oil had fallen so low
that natural gas (Figures 3 and 4) was slightly more valuable. Beginning in 1998, crude oil and
natural gas rose together until 2005 ($51/BOE for crude oil and $44/BOE for natural gas)
when oil prices continued to rise, peaking in 2008 at $87/BOE, while natural gas remained
fairly flat at $44/BOE. Oil reached its highest value when it reached a high of $145.29 during
July 2008. Interestingly, natural gas was worth slightly more than crude oil in 1998, 2001, and
2003. In 2009, our current global and national recession caused both the crude oil and natural
gas prices to fall back to $52/BOE for crude oil and $21/BOE for natural gas. From its high in
2003, natural gas prices have fallen steadily back to lower relative values versus crude oil not
seen since the early 1970s.

Productive South Louisiana Trends
Tuscaloosa
Production additions in fields productive in the expanded Tuscaloosa Trend totaled
1,724 BCFE (Figure 5). The expanded Tuscaloosa Trend runs northwest to southeast through
Avoyelles, Pointe Coupee, West Baton Rouge, East Baton Rouge, and Livingston parishes.
Additions in this trend were the result of the very successful 3-D field redevelopment of discoveries originally found in the late 1970s. The Tuscaloosa field redevelopments were some
of the most successful of all 3-D driven redevelopments due to the relatively modern
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discovery of the fields and how development of the trend happened in the mid to late 1970s.
Exploration in the Tuscaloosa was driven by maps generated from modern multi-fold 2-D
seismic data to define structural highs and faulting patterns. Initial development of these discoveries used as few wells as possible for efficiency and profitability. Fields found and developed in the 1960s and earlier utilized much poorer 2-D seismic data. As a result, field
development relied primarily on drilling wells in order to map structure and stratigraphy, giving the older fields an ‘over-drilled’ appearance by modern standards. The initial development
of the Tuscaloosa discoveries relied more on better quality 2-D seismic data and fewer wells
because of the deeper drilling depths. Due to this approach, the complexity of the salt structures and shelf margin faulting was not correctly mapped, setting the stage for 3-D redevelopment success.
As early as 1990, stratigraphic studies were begun in order to evaluate further potential
in the fields. The initial 3-D seismic survey in the Tuscaloosa trend was acquired in 1994.
Combining the stratigraphic reassessment with the modern 3-D seismic, allowed for miscorrelations to be understood and DPT, NFB, and EXT prospects to be identified. As seen on the
Cumulative Production graph for the Tuscaloosa (Figure 6), the year 1994 had the sharpest
production rise with approximately 400 BCFE being added. The second highest production
rise occurred in 1997 when approximately 200 BCFE was found. From 1997 until 2006,
smaller but gradual production additions were added. Since 2006, only small production additions have occurred.
Well cumulative production ranges from a P90 of 1.11 BCFE to a P10 of 44.88 BCFE
with a Pmn of 17.52 BCFE (Figures 7 and 8). A fifth order polynomial curve was used to fit
the ninety-five (95) ‘Production by Well’ data points. Field redevelopment cumulatives have
ranged from a P90 of 95 BCFE to a P10 of 1,113 BCFE with a Pmn of 436 BCFE (Figures 7
and 8). Because this distribution had few data points and only one field showed poor redevelopment results in the trends, a fifth order polynomial curve was chosen to fit the eight (8)
‘Production by Field’ data points because of a better fit through the top of the distribution. The
top producing well in the trend for the study period is the Amoco #1 Ann Fitz (40-T5S-R2W)
in Port Hudson Field in East Baton Rouge Parish, which has produced 92 BCFE (63 BCF and
4.9 MMBO) to date. In May 2006, the highest average production rate came from the BP
America #4AL Ivy J. Major (25-T5S-R9E) that produced at the average rate of 92,658 MCF/
D and 4 BBLSC/D in Judge Digby Field in Pointe Coupee Parish.
Austin Chalk

Drilling in the unconventional Austin Chalk Trend found 430 BCFE (Figure 5) from the
wells drilled in what were essentially extensions of the initial discoveries. This trend, proven
in Texas at shallower depths, follows the arcuate Cretaceous shelf edge that transverses South
Louisiana from Beauregard Parish at the Texas border through Vernon, Rapides, Avoyelles,
and St. Landry parishes ending where the expanded Tuscaloosa Trend begins in Pointe Coupee Parish. While the State of Louisiana grouped the wells into named fields for reporting
purposes, field names are not really appropriate for this type of play in the traditional sense of
oil and gas development in the basin because individual traps do not make up the trend. In a
sense, the entire Upper Cretaceous flexure caused the faulting and fracturing that act as the
reservoir-causing mechanism in the field. There are areas in the trend which are more prolific
than others. Because of this, field size production distribution was not mapped for this trend.
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Discovery Distribution “by Well”
volumes in bcfe
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Drilling for fractured Austin Chalk reservoirs began in Louisiana in 1995, and the trend
is primarily an oil play (Figure 9). Unfortunately, most of the additions occurred in 1996 and
1997 as average oil prices fell from a high of $22 in 1996 ($18 nominal), to $20 in 1997 ($17
nominal), down to $13 in 1998 ($11 nominal) (Figure 3). Correspondingly, drilling and production additions fell off after 1998 until 2004 (Figure 9) when drilling for Austin Chalk
essentially ceased. Interestingly, average oil prices rose above $20 during the time period that
drilling in the trend was curtailed. Because a lot of the reserves found in a fractured reservoir
are produced very early in the life of a well, drilling and producing flush production in the
face of falling crude oil and natural gas prices was disastrous for the profitability of the trend.
For comparison with other South Louisiana trends, production from the Austin Chalk
Trend is reported in BCFE values, although it is predominantly an oil play. Well cumulative
production ranges from a P90 of 0.25 BCFE to a P10 of 7.96 BCFE with a Pmn of 3.21 BCFE
(Figures 7 and 10). A third order polynomial curve was used to fit the one hundred twentyseven (127) ‘Production by Well’ data points. Fifteen percent (15%), or 19 of the 127 producers, made in excess of 6 BCFE and 27%, or 34 wells, produced less than 1 BCFE. The top
producing well in the trend is the Sonat #1 Temple (22-T1S-R5W) in Vernon Parish and was
drilled in 1998 to a total depth of 19,614 feet. The well has produced 18.1 BCFE (1,734,699
BO and 7.659 BCF) to date. The highest average production rate from a well was the UPRC
#1 Crosby (8-T2S-R6W) in Vernon Parish, which produced at the average rate of 31,086
MCFE/D (3,225 BO/D and 11,734 MCF/D) in March 1997.

Eocene
Exploratory drilling in the Eocene Trend was not very active compared to the other
South Louisiana trends, and the wildcat discoveries only found 42 BCFE (Figure 5). Field
redevelopment found 81 BCFE from Clear Creek, Hurricane Creek, Pine Prairie, and Ville
Platte fields. The Eocene Trend runs generally east to west through Beauregard, Allen, Evangeline, St. Landry, and Pointe Coupee parishes. Well cumulative production ranges from a P90
of 0.08 BCFE to a P10 of 4.94 BCFE with a Pmn of 1.90 BCFE (Figures 7 and 11). A third
order polynomial curve was used to fit the twenty-three (23) ‘Production by Well’ data points.
Field cumulative production ranges from a P90 of 0.06 BCFE to a P10 of 14.07 BCFE with a
Pmn of 5.62 BCFE (Figures 7 and 11). A third order polynomial curve was used to fit the eight
(8) ‘Production by Field’ data points. The cumulative wildcat production for this trend (Figure
12) shows the 1990 and 1991 time period adding approximately 26 BCFE from two discoveries during a time when 3-D seismic data was not available, and the 2003 through 2006 time
period adding approximately 17 BCFE that would have had the benefit of 3-D seismic data.
The largest wildcat discovery in the trend was the Buxton Creek Field in Calcasieu Parish found by Ballard in 1992. The Buxton Creek discovery established production in the
Yegua Formation and has produced 18.02 BCFE (9.14 BCF and 1.0 MMBO) to date from five
wells. Pine Prairie Field in Evangeline Parish had the most redevelopment production during
the study period and produced 27.34 BCFE from twenty-two wells. Only four of the twentytwo Pine Prairie wells produced more than 2.0 BCFE. The highest producing well from a new
field discovery was the Ballard #2 Labokay (13-T8S-R11W) in Calcasieu Parish, which produced 7.2 BCFE (3.7 BCF and 584,000 BO) to date. The highest average rate well from a
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wildcat discovery was the Ballard #1 Temple (8-T8S-R11W) in Calcasieu Parish, which produced at the rate of 6.27 MMCFE/D (3.20 MMCF/D and 511 BO/D) in January 1993.

Oligocene
Exploratory drilling in the Oligocene Trend found 924 BCFE in wildcat production and
607 BCFE (Figure 5) in redevelopment production from South Thornwell, Maurice, Manchester Complex, and the Lake Arthur Complex of fields. The Oligocene Trend runs from
Calcasieu, Jefferson Davis, Acadia, and the northern portions of Cameron and Vermilion parishes in western Louisiana, to Lafayette, St. Martin, Iberville, and West Baton Rouge parishes
in south-central Louisiana, through East Baton Rouge, Ascension, Livingston, St. James, and
St. John the Baptist parishes to the east. Well cumulative production for wildcat discoveries
ranged from a P90 of 0.15 BCFE to a P10 of 11.73 BCFE with a Pmn of 4.30 BCFE (Figures 7
and 13). A lognormal curve constrained to match the data mean was used to fit the two hundred fifty-nine (259) ‘Production by Well’ data points. Field cumulative production for
wildcat discoveries ranged from a P90 of 0.10 BCFE to a P10 of 29.84 BCFE with a Pmn of
11.62 BCFE (Figures 7 and 13). A lognormal curve constrained to match the data mean was
used to fit the seventy (70) ‘Production by Field’ data points.
The largest Oligocene discovery was the Miogypsinoides (Middle Frio) discovery at
West Chalkley in Cameron Parish. Since production began, the Exxon discovery at West
Chalkley has produced approximately 530 BCFE to date with natural gas making up 95% of
the produced volumes in the discovery. The West Chalkley discovery represents 57% of the
wildcat production found in the Oligocene Trend over the study period. The initial discovery
and main field development was made using 2-D seismic and subsurface data. The highest
cumulative production as well as average rate in a well for the Oligocene was the Exxon #1
Sweet Lake (11-T12S-R7W) in Cameron Parish, which produced 157 BCFE, of which 96% of
the produced volumes was natural gas. The same Exxon #1 Sweet Lake was the highest average rate well in the trend, producing at the average rate of 52,724 MCFE/D (49,856 MCF/D
and 478 BO/D) in January 1993.
With the exception of the West Chalkley discovery in 1988, exploration additions in the
Oligocene Trend were low until 3-D seismic data began to be acquired in 1993. As a result of
the 3-D data acquisition, AVO amplitudes in the Middle Frio Hackberry Formation were identified, and the Hackberry Play began to be targeted again (Figure 14) in 1995. While most
Hackberry discoveries were updip, shallow, hydropressured, and small, Sam Gary pushed the
Hackberry Trend further south making the largest Hackberry discovery during the study
period in 2001. Sam Gary found 45 BCFE in a geopressured Hackberry reservoir as one of
several accumulations that have been collectively called Marceaux Island. Marceaux Island is
in extreme southwest Cameron Parish near the eastern edge of Cameron Lake in 4&9-T13SR14W. Natural gas has totaled 70% of the produced volumes in the Sam Gary Marceaux
Island discovery. The highest average rate Hackberry well was the Sam Gary #1 Gray (4T13S-R14W) in Cameron Parish at Marceaux Island producing at 17,792 MCFE/D (9,236
MCF and 1,426 BO/D) in June 2002.
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The Bolivina mexicana (Bol. mex.) Trend had two wildcat discoveries of note during the
study period. In 1991, Texaco found North Broussard Field that produced 33.5 BCFE from 7
wells in St. Martin Parish. The Texaco North Broussard discovery was made using 2-D seismic and subsurface data. In 2000, the KCS #1 St. Martin Land (20-T9S-R8E) found Bol Mex/
Hackberry ‘A’ EXT discovery in Lake La Rose Field in St Martin Parish that has produced
26.5 BCFE to date. The KCS Lake La Rose discovery is a stratigraphic trap seen as an amplitude on a 3-D data set. The KCS well produced at a high average rate of 21,526 MCFE/Day
(19,408 MCF/D and 353 BO/D) in March 2003.

Search

Lower Miocene
Exploratory drilling in the Lower Miocene Trend found 1,687 BCFE (Figure 5) in wildcat production. The redevelopment of Patterson, Weeks Island, Deep Lake, Pecan Island, and
East and West Hackberry fields found 728 BCFE (Figure 5). The Lower Miocene Trend in
South Louisiana runs west-southwest to east-northeast from southernmost Cameron, Vermilion, Iberia, St. Mary, southern St. Martin, Assumption, northern-most Terrebonne and
Lafourche, southern St. James & St. John the Baptist, and northern St. Charles and Jefferson
parishes. The cumulative production distribution for individual wells range from a P90 of 0.37
BCFE to a P10 of 62.91 BCFE with a Pmn of 22.07 BCFE (Figures 7 and 15). A fifth order
polynomial curve was used to fit the seventy-two (72) ‘Production by Well’ data points. Discovery size cumulative production distribution ranges from a P90 of 0.09 BCFE to a P10 of
157.29 BCFE with a Pmn of 48.07 BCFE (Figures 7 and 15). A fifth order polynomial curve
was used to fit the thirty-four (34) ‘Production by Field’ data points.
The largest Lower Miocene wildcat discovery during the study period was the Union Oil
of California’s (Unocal) Freshwater Bayou Deep DPT discovery in Vermilion Parish in 1994.
The Unocal discovery was made in the Marginulina ascensionensis (Marg. A) and Discorbis
bolivarensis (Disc. B) section and has produced 476 BCFE from 6 wells (4 Unocal and 2
Exxon) to date with natural gas totaling 92% of the produced volumes. The prospect was
developed using available 2-D seismic and subsurface data. The highest cumulative producing
well in the trend came from the Freshwater Bayou Deep discovery and was the Unocal #C-18
Louisiana Furs Inc (33-T16S-R2E) that produced 159 BCFE (150 BCF and 1.5 MMBO).
The second largest wildcat discovery, and largest new field discovery, was Hunt Oil’s
Taylor Point - Myette Point Northwest discovery in St. Mary Parish in 1994. The Hunt Oil discovery has produced 280 BCFE to date from 9 wells with natural gas totaling 75% of the
produced volumes. The prospect was developed using available 2-D seismic and subsurface
data. After initial development of the discovery, a 3-D seismic survey was acquired and integrated with the subsurface data. The combined datasets showed the discovery as two separate
structural features, an upthrown, faulted, three-way dip anticline, which was the original discovery concept, and a four-way dip anticline to the northwest.
The third largest discovery was the Union Pacific Resources Corporation (UPRC)
Etouffee discovery in Robulus L (Rob. L) sands below Kent Bayou Field in Terrebonne Parish
in 1999. Etouffee has produced 260 BCFE to date from five wells. Oddly, for a DPT discovery
in South Louisiana, natural gas has only made up 43% of the produced volumes at Etouffee. 3D seismic data was used to generate the prospect and develop the field. The highest average
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rate well for the Lower Miocene Trend was the UPRC #3 CL&F (7-T18S-R14E) in Terrebonne Parish, which produced at the average rate of 181,338 MCFE/D (27,241 BO and 17,891
MCF/D) during March 2003. Interestingly, Anadarko Petroleum Corporation announced a
merger with UPRC for $4.4 billion in June 2000 about ten months after the Etouffee discovery. Undoubtedly, the Etouffee discovery added significant value to UPRC.
In the early 2000s, as most of the Miocene and Oligocene trends had 3-D seismic data
shot, and in some cases re-shot. As a result, a number of 3-D driven amplitude discoveries
were found. Shallower amplitudes were Class 3 “bright spots” in hydropressured section, but
more often than not, the amplitudes were in deeper geopressured section where Class 2 AVO
anomalies are more typical. Most if not all of these amplitude discoveries in the 2000s were
small- to medium-sized and often one- to two-well fields. In 2004, the Chevron #1 SL 17774,
West Cameron 21, in Cameron Parish found significant Cris. R pay that has made 36 BCFE to
date and should ultimately produce over 50 BCFE. In 2005, the El Paso #1 SL 18090 (LkT15S-R1W) to the northwest of Lac Blanc Field in Vermilion Parish discovered Siphonina
davisi production which has made 66.4 BCFE to date and will ultimately produce over 70
BCFE. In 2006, McMoRan made two discoveries of note. The McMoRan #1 Guidry (28T13S-R1E) found Trahan Sand production at Outside Island Field in Vermilion Parish that has
produced 20.4 BCFE to date and is still producing. The McMoRan #1 Peterman (18-T15SR9E) in St. Mary Parish found MA-7 production to the north of Bayou Carlin Field that has
produced 29.7 BCFE to date and is still producing. The cumulative production curve for
Lower Miocene wildcat discoveries (Figure 16) shows a steady growth through the 1990s flattening out in the 2000s and is interrupted by the medium-sized 3-D, AVO discoveries from
2004 to 2007.

Middle Miocene
This Middle Miocene Trend found 914 BCFE in new field discovery production and 321
BCFE production from the redevelopment of Stella, Kent Bayou, Mound Point, Golden
Meadow, Lapeyrouse, Cutoff, and Humphries fields (Figure 5). The cumulative production
distribution for individual wells range from a P90 of 0.28 BCFE to a P10 of 12.59 BCFE with a
Pmn of 4.72 BCFE (Figures 7 and 17). A fifth order polynomial curve was used to fit the one
hundred ninety-two (192) ‘Production by Well’ data points. Discovery size cumulative production distribution ranges from a P90 of 0.54 BCFE to a P10 of 29.55 BCFE with a Pmn of
10.90 BCFE (Figures 7 and 17). A lognormal curve constrained to match the data mean was
used to fit the seventy-five (75) ‘Production by Field’ data points. The cumulative discovery
chart shows few Middle Miocene production additions until 1999 (Figure 18). From 1999
through 2001, approximately 450 BCFE were discovered as the result of 3-D acquisition east
of the Mississippi River out into Louisiana State Waters. From 2003 through 2005, new field
discovery additions slowed until the large Contango Cib. op. discovery in Eugene Island 10 in
2006. The Contango discovery was the largest in the Middle Miocene trend during the study
period and has produced 150 BCFE (132 BCFE and 2.86 MMBO) to date and may produce in
excess of 350 BCFE. The highest average daily rate for a Middle Miocene well was the Contango #2 SL 19266 (EI 10) which produced at the average rate of 95,972 MCFE/D (87,050
MCF/D and 1,487 BO/D) in July 2008.
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The largest wildcat discovery north and east of the Hollywood Embayment was the
Bayou Biloxi discovery by Meridian in St. Bernard Parish, which found 60 BCFE of dry gas
in Cris. I submarine fan section deposited in an area that had much less salt-withdrawal
accommodation. The largest producing well in the area east of the Hollywood Embayment
was the Global Marine #3 MP69, which discovered 26.4 BCFE (16.0 BCF and 1,740,000
BO). Many of the smaller discoveries less than 3 BCFE in this trend were found in the open
State Waters east of the Plaquemines and St. Bernard marsh.
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Discussion
From 1988 to 2010, wildcat discoveries in South Louisiana have discovered 3,567
BCFE (Figure 5). Of significant note, out of the 3,567 BCFE of production from wildcat discoveries, 2,073 BCFE, or 58%, occurred in six discoveries: West Chalkley (1988) - Transco/
Exxon; Freshwater Bayou Deep (1994) - Unocal/LL&E/Exxon; Taylor Point/Myette Point
Northwest (1994) - Hunt Oil; Kent Bayou (Etouffee) (1999) - UPRC; Ramos (Lily Boom)
(1999) - Meridian; and Eugene Island 10 (2006) - Contango. Only a portion of the South Louisiana field redevelopment discoveries were totaled, and those evaluated had produced 3,891
BCFE (Figure 5). If production additions from all of the South Louisiana fields during the
study period had been tallied, the redevelopment production additions would have far outpaced wildcat production additions during the period of study.
All of the wildcat discoveries are classified as trend wildcats. These trend wildcats have
extended existing known pay trends, sometimes along depositional strike and sometimes in a
depositional dip direction, onto new structures or increasingly into stratigraphic or highly
stratigraphically modified structural traps. The Lower Miocene Trend was the most prolific
for wildcat production additions finding 1,687 BCFE (Figure 5). The Oligocene Trend, which
found 924 BCFE, nudged out the Middle Miocene Trend for second best, which found 914
BCFE of wildcat production during the period of the study. Depending on the ultimate recovery from Contango’s Eugene Island 10 discovery, these positions could flip-flop. Relatively
small, 3-D driven amplitude discoveries in the updip Hackberry of the Oligocene Trend and in
the shallow State Waters east of the marsh of Plaquemines and St. Bernard parishes in the
Middle Miocene Trend acted to pull their respective trend statistics down compared to those
of the Lower Miocene. The Eocene Trend trailed a distant fourth, finding only 42 BCFE in
wildcat additions (Figure 5).
Early in the time period, larger integrated oil and gas companies dominated the major
wildcat discoveries, DPT discoveries, but had exited South Louisiana exploration efforts by
the mid-1990s. Most of the wildcat discoveries found from the mid-1990s onward were made
by independent oil and gas companies. After initial redevelopment exploitation occurred in
the historically productive fields, and in some cases before, those fields were sold to smaller
independent production companies.
West Chalkley, Freshwater Bayou Deep, and Myette Point Northwest fields were discovered using maps prepared with 2-D seismic data and subsurface data while the Kent Bayou
(Etouffee), Ramos (Lily Boom), and Eugene Island 10 discoveries were all generated using 3D seismic data. As 3-D seismic data became plentiful in the mid-1990s, virtually all prospects
had to have 3-D coverage in order to be drilled. The 3-D seismic boom, peaking from 1995
through 1998, drove 3-D seismic data acquisition to cover most of South Louisiana. Because
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smaller independent oil and gas companies drove exploration in South Louisiana by this time,
smaller wildcat discoveries, more aptly termed “Developmental Exploration”, was possible in
the established Oligocene Hackberry upper slope submarine fan trend and extended the Lower
Miocene and Middle Miocene production basinward of established shelf margin production
onto their respective upper slopes. By and large, all of these smaller wildcat discoveries were
due to the recognition of some kind of direct hydrocarbon indicator. Sometimes these amplitudes were trapped in previously unrecognized, small, subtle structures, but more often than
not, the traps had a major stratigraphic component that accounted for the accumulation. Areas
of these smaller discoveries, often less than 100 acres, are generally so small, that the grid of
2-D data over the area never allowed them to be imaged and mapped properly.
The fractured Austin Chalk Play produced 430 BCFE to date (Figure 5) and represents
the only new trend to have been developed in South Louisiana during the study period. The
Austin Chalk was mapped and developed primarily with 2-D seismic and subsurface data.
Although expressed in gas equivalents for better comparison to the other gas-rich trends in
South Louisiana, the fractured Austin Chalk was predominantly an oil play producing over
60% crude oil and 40% associated natural gas. While there were a number of wells that produced over 10 BCFE, the Pmn for all the productive wells was 3.96 BCFE (Figure 7). Couple
this with the high drilling and completion costs of dual lateral wells, ±20,000 feet MD, and
falling commodity prices (Figure 3) and the play pretty much ground to a halt. With higher oil
prices today, the Austin Chalk is attractive again on undrilled parts of the Upper Cretaceous
shelf margin in eastern Louisiana or the possibility of infill drilling in the sweeter spots of the
trend if drainage radius information supports this development.
Traditional trend exploration, or that exploration above the last, and shallowest, salt canopy decollement, will undoubtedly continue, and discoveries in the 50 to 500 BCFE range are
possible. The larger sizes have been shown to be generally DPT discoveries. Those discoveries will be found in areas where there has been some sort of transition zone in the 3-D seismic
data coverage, either from change in salt basin province, merging of previously proprietary
data into other data sets, improperly processed data, or even possibly new acquisition to better
merge existing data sets. The past history has shown that there has been a discovery like this
every five years on average. Subtle, low-resistive, oil plays exist and will be found as stratigraphic traps where the original amplitude information is inconclusive. Additionally, updip
Wilcox and Tertiary exploration trends east of the current Mississippi River have had the least
interest and the least 3-D seismic data coverage and, subsequently, have had the least activity.
Excitement over McMoRan Oil & Gas’ ultra-deep Davy Jones Wilcox-announced discovery at South Marsh Island 230, which if able to produce in economic volumes, would open
up a new exploration trend. Similar plays for older, submarine fan section below younger, salt
canopy decollements are present in South Louisiana. These plays would target submarine fan
deposits over, or on the flanks of, deep structures. Cretaceous, Wilcox, and Yegua submarine
fan plays could be targeted below salt canopy decollements for Oligocene and younger basins
in southwest, south-central, and possibly southeast Louisiana. Oligocene Frio submarine fan
plays like the Hackberry and Bol. mex. could be targeted below Lower Miocene and younger
basins in southwest, south-central, and possibly southeast Louisiana. Lower Miocene submarine fans could be targeted beneath Middle and Upper Miocene, salt canopy decollements in
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south-central and southeast Louisiana. This would truly be rank wildcat prospecting, but the
plays are there.
Because reflection seismic data frequency degrades at depth and resulting vertical resolution becomes much coarser, it is doubtful that seismic amplitude anomaly analysis used in
the Gulf of Mexico Basin since the early 1970s to modify the chance of success would be of
use at present. The older, but no less significant, risk modifier of identifying isopach thins on
or around structural highs would drive exploration in these trends. The 3-D seismic data sets
will be of great use when merged and integrated with long-offset, regional 2-D seismic data in
order to create velocity fields for depth conversion of seismic data sets and maps. Older gravity data sets, which have been merged and are currently digitally available, will also be of
great use in depth interpretations of deeper structures and basin identification.
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